GAS CAN INSTRUCTIONS

- Put Teflon tape around gas can threads (1) to create gasket prior to installation to prevent air leaks.

- Screw adapter on firmly and completely (2)

- Assemble tubes and place firmly in pump - see page 4 of instruction manual
- Screw drum seal expander clockwise until the pump doesn’t move (about 1 – 1 ½ turns) (3)
- Pressurize your container with piston (4).
  - 3 - 4 pumps on the piston should prime the fluids for dispensing.
- Exercise extreme caution when pressurizing your container
- Relieve pressure with pressure relief valve when not in use. See instruction manual – page 8.

Gasoline is extremely flammable and must be handled with caution. Vapors can explode. Exercise extreme caution when pressurizing your container. Keep out of reach of children.